
 
 
 
 

 
The Case for Public and Private Partnerships to Successfully Complete Roosevelt Square, Chicago’s 

Largest and Most Incomplete Hope VI Plan for Transformation 
 
 
 
Overview 
 
Roosevelt Square, comprising 100 acres just a short walk southwest from Chicago’s bustling central business 
district, is one of Chicago’s largest and most incomplete federal public housing redevelopments.  It aimed to 
revitalize a distressed, dangerous and segregated public housing community known as ABLA (Addams, 
Brooks, Loomis and Abbott) into a socioeconomically integrated one.  Despite the hopeful vision – and the 
investment of fifteen years and hundreds of millions of dollars – the trajectory is unviable.  Only about one 
quarter of new housing units have been completed, and those are skewed toward low income housing.  
Poverty is highly concentrated and violent crime is persistent and intractable. The increasingly tarnished 
image undercuts already weak housing demand.  It is little surprise that HBO featured the site on a recent 
episode of “Vice1.”  
 
The chaotic state of affairs poses numerous challenges to local institutions such as the University of Illinois at 
Chicago (UIC) and the Illinois Medical District (IMD), as well as to the city itself.  A destabilized community 
threatens the functioning of local institutions and undermines their ability to attract a high-quality workforce.  
Meanwhile, challenges to the city include wasted resources, lost tax revenue, and the deterioration of a 
strategically critical neighborhood.   
 
Connecting4Communities (C4C) represents the neighborhood encompassing Roosevelt Square as well as UIC 
and the IMD.  This communication is aimed at informing and engaging public and private stakeholders to 
contribute to the successful completion of Roosevelt Square.  Many such stakeholders also have a direct 
vested interest in the redevelopment’s success.  The time is ripe for renewed energy, discussion, coordination, 
and partnerships as Roosevelt Square is undergoing an active reformulation process.  The Chicago Housing 
Authority, with urging from C4C, has recently issued a Request for Proposals as part of its procurement 
process for new master planning services for Roosevelt Square. C4C will feed new insights and ideas 
generated from our discussions with stakeholders into the process of carrying out the new master plan.    
 
 
A Brief History of Roosevelt Square   
 
Roosevelt Square began under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s HOPE VI program.  
Established in 1993, HOPE VI was the direct result of recommendations by the National Commission on 
Severely Distressed Public Housing charged with proposing a National Action Plan to eradicate the nation’s 
worst public housing.  The Commission’s Final Report underscored the need for revitalization in three areas: 
physical improvements, social and community services to address residents’ needs, and management 
improvements.2 
 
Roosevelt Square aimed to revitalize and integrate what had previously been known as the Chicago Housing 
Authority’s ABLA Homes.  The ABLA development was one of the nation’s largest and oldest federal public 
housing developments.  Built between 1938 and 1968, it had deteriorated into one of Chicago’s most 
distressed developments by the late 1980’s.  By 2001, when the ABLA HOPE VI Revitalization Plan was issued, 
the distressed development consisted of 2,500 housing units, of which only 41% were occupied by 
leaseholders.3   
     
In 2003, a private developer, Related Midwest, entered into the Contract for Redevelopment for the ABLA 
Homes Site.4 With Related Midwest at the helm, the Roosevelt Square Plan called for demolishing much of the 
pre-existing housing, renovating a small subset of that housing stock (approximately 450 units, or 16% of the 
total planned number of units), and situating this renovated housing within a much broader context of new 
mixed income housing (2441 units, or 84% of final total units).  The final mix of housing was to be balanced 
among three income levels: low income (37% of total – 12% renovated plus 25% new construction), 
affordable (30% of total – 4% renovated plus 26% new construction), and market-rate (33% - all new 
construction) (please see Appendix 1). 
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The vision for a revitalized and integrated mixed housing development was supported by both a federal district 
court order and significant public resources.  Concentrated poverty should seemingly have been eliminated,  
since the redevelopment is subject to a June 19, 1998 Order of the Gautreaux Court specifying income levels 
of housing occupants consistent with the above-noted breakdown.5  In addition to Gautreaux Court oversight, 
the federal government and City of Chicago have also invested, to date, 15 years and hundreds of millions of 
dollars in the project (please see Appendix 2). 
 
Unfortunately, despite this court order and these considerable investments, the vision for Roosevelt Square 
not only remains unrealized, but has become increasingly untenable.  Both the project’s progression and its 
outcomes have been discouraging. In terms of project progression, within 11 years of renovations being 
completed on the existing Brooks Homes, 8-10% of newly renovated units were boarded up due to poor 
maintenance (please see Appendix 3).  Perhaps worse, only about twenty-five percent of the total new units 
have been built to date.  While new units were intended to create economic balance, these also have been 
skewed toward lower income housing (please see Appendix 1).  Further, many residents deem the new 
construction aesthetics as insufficient to attract interest among higher-income buyers.   
 
As a result of these project failures, the area has remained in a state of highly concentrated poverty (please 
see Appendix 4) and has evolved into the highest crime center within the entire, already-challenged, Chicago 
Police Department’s 012th District. Faced with this unnerving environment, existing market rate owners have 
begun to flee the development by intentionally opting into foreclosure.  
 
The current situation deeply troubles the community and also poses major challenges to the broader city.  The 
previous concentration of poverty characterized by the ABLA Homes undermined our residents’ physical and 
psychological safety as well as our overall ability to create a healthy community.  Early years in the Plan for 
Transformation were marked with much lower crime and with a swelling of vibrancy – more families moving 
into the broader neighborhood, more high quality magnet and private schools being formed, more high-end 
restaurants emerging.  Now we are seeing this hard-won progress stagnate or retreat.   
 
The project failures and negative trajectory of Roosevelt Square also pose a number of serious problems for 
the city.  They represent a poor use of resources and a major lost opportunity in tax revenue.  The welfare of 
our community is also strategically important to the city.  It borders downtown and important institutions 
reside here, such as UIC, the state’s largest urban public university, and the IMD, the country’s largest 
medical district.  Many of the city’s best magnet schools are located here.  And the area has become a 
destination of choice for dining and entertainment among Chicagoans in recent years.  Furthermore, the 
trajectory of the project is diametrically opposed to the Mayor’s vision for Chicago.  
 
 
Main Challenges to Date 
 
The over-arching problem facing the Roosevelt Square Plan for Transformation is a lack of demographically 
integrated density.  This has resulted in the negative outcomes noted above – the highly concentrated 
poverty, upsurge in crime, and fleeing of market-rate owners.  These issues have exacerbated the challenge 
by further reducing demand among potential market rate owners.  However, a variety of factors precipitated 
the lack of integrated density from the outset.  Three are especially salient: an unfavorable housing backdrop, 
a lack of services to support an increase in population density, and a lack of comprehensive and coordinated 
property management.  
 
In terms of the housing backdrop, the 2008 recession has significantly dampened demand for market rate 
housing.  New housing production through 2019 is projected to be slow (under 7,000 units city wide), with 
much of this growth slotted for downtown and North Side neighborhoods.6 Further, in the rental domain, the 
rate of new developments is slowing, while the pool of unrented apartments has grown and rental rates 
downtown have recently fallen.7 
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A second over-riding challenge is that, while social service delivery was a key component of the HOPE VI 
initiative, woefully scant attention has been paid to this at Roosevelt Square.  The only neighborhood public 
elementary school for the entire area is the John M. Smyth Elementary School, which is highly racially 
segregated and isolated within a broader diverse university community.  Last year, Smyth was among 129 
schools in Chicago considered for closure.  Access to a high quality public high school is nearly non-existent.  
Other vital services threaten to languish, such as policing, health delivery, job training and job opportunities. 
This sad reality is all the starker against the backdrop of the potential contributions that UIC and the IMD 
could offer. 
 
A third challenge has been the absence of comprehensive and coordinated property management, another 
critical element underscored in HOPE VI.  While Related Midwest has managed the new construction, the 
renovated Brooks Homes and Loomis Courts Homes have been managed separately.  This lack of coordination 
has resulted in great disparities in terms of maintenance (please see Appendix 3).  The shoddiness and lack of 
upkeep damages the image of the entire development.  Furthermore, the lack of management coordination 
facilitates crime.   
 
 
Opportunities for a Successful Completion  
 
While the challenges confronting the successful completion of Roosevelt Square are considerable, involvement 
by the city and local institutions can positively and profoundly alter the current trajectory.  There are many 
ways in which stakeholders can help to address all three areas of shortfall outlined above: housing demand, 
social service delivery, and integrated management. 
 
Perhaps the factor with the most immediate potential to improve the trajectory of the development is 
increased demand for affordable and market-rate housing.  This would rebalance the housing mix to decrease 
the concentration of poverty. Local institutions, especially UIC and the institutions of the IMD, might 
implement employer-assisted faculty and staff housing programs.  Such programs exist at many other 
academic and professional institutions across the country.  Partnering with Roosevelt Square would be a boon 
for such programs, especially given the dearth of single family and condominium housing stock in the 
community.  The City of Chicago could play a key facilitating role in establishing such partnerships.   
 
Opportunities also abound to improve the service delivery to Roosevelt Square residents.  Perhaps most 
significant is schooling, as this also drives housing demand.  The city must rectify the fact that there are no 
integrated and high-quality, guaranteed elementary or high schools in the larger community.  Local 
institutions such as UIC can also get involved with education delivery.  Further, both the City of Chicago and 
local institutions could become far more engaged in other types of services (e.g., safety, health, jobs).   
 
Finally, the City of Chicago can help to ensure that, as the revised new master plan for Roosevelt Square is 
developed and implemented, it is done so through highly coordinated management.  As noted above, 
integration among the various Roosevelt Square properties is crucial to both property upkeep and crime 
prevention.  In addition, external coordination will also be vital.  Solutions for increasing housing demand and 
service delivery require involvement from both the city and other stakeholders.  Engaging and coordinating 
efforts from these parties will be central to the eventual success of the master plan.   
 
Conclusion 
 
Roosevelt Square is at a critical crossroads.  Many wonder if it still can live up to its noble vision of becoming a 
vibrant and integrated community.  They see it devolving back into the same distressed, dangerous, and 
segregated conditions from whence it was born, hurting those who reside within it and destabilizing the 
neighborhood and city around it.  C4C shares this concern. Yet we also see that we currently have a rare and 
valuable – though very narrow – window of opportunity within which to shape its future.  We also see many 
consequential ways for stakeholders to help.  With the active engagement of the city and other parties, 
Roosevelt Square can not only live up to its inspired vision, but, in the process, become a model for the city 
and the nation of positive transformation.  
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APPENDIX 1: Roosevelt Square Residential Unit Distribution by 
Income Level of Occupant 
 
 
 
 

CHA Brooks Homes 
329 units, 11%

Roosevelt Square 
CHA units 

755 units, 26%

Affordable Rental 
335 units, 12%

Affordable  
Ownership 

335 units, 12%
CHA Ownership  

50 units, 2%

Loomis Courts 
(Project based Sec. 

8)  126 units, 4%

Market rate-for-sale 
966 units, 33%

CHA low income is 37% of total
development between Brooks 
and Roosevelt Square units 
( 0 to 35% AMI)

Affordable ownership and rental
for  various income levels (0 to 
60% AMI or 61 to 120%AMI) is 
30% of total development

Market rate ownership 
is 33% of total 

To date, Related Midwest has completed 594 units of housing of which 361 (61%) 
are either CHA low income units or affordable rental units,  74 (12%) are affordable 
for-sale units and 158 (27%) are market-rate-for-sale units.
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APPENDIX 2: Investment in Roosevelt Square 
 
 
 
 

1997 HUD HOPE VI 
Grant (Instrument 
IL06URD0021296), 

$24,283,250 

1998 HUD HOPE VI 
Grant (Instrument 
IL06URD0021298), 

$35,000,000 

CHA Brooks Homes 
Renovation 

(completed in 2000), 
$45,000,000 

Roosevelt Square (RS) 
Phase I Developer 
Fee, $2,344,099 

RS Phase I City Low 
Income Housing Tax 

Credits or Bonds, 
$27,881,740 

RS Phase I CDBG, 
HOME, ARC or other, 

$500,000 

RS Phase I HOPE VI 
Grant, $26,299,559 

RS Phase I private 
mortgage, $2,000,000 

RS Phase II Developer 
Fee, $2,976,484 

RS Phase II City Low 
Income Housing Tax 

Credits or Bonds, 
$15,300,000 
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APPENDIX 3: CHA’s Brooks Homes, 2011: Many Units Boarded Up 
and General Poor Upkeep 
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APPENDIX 4: Selected Economic Characteristics for Roosevelt 
Square and CHA’s Brooks Homes - Census Tract 8429  
 
 

 
  

Percent

Percent 
Margin of 
Error Percent

Percent Margin 
of Error

54.6% +/-16.9 57.2% +/-17.3

77.5% +/-17.1 77.3% +/-17.3

100.0% +/-40.7 100.0% +/-40.7

38.2% +/-30.1 43.9% +/-31.8

72.5% +/-40.7 72.5% +/-40.7

- ** - **

61.1% +/-21.7 60.9% +/-21.9

77.6% +/-20.0 77.4% +/-20.3

100.0% +/-45.2 100.0% +/-45.2

60.0% +/-11.5 61.8% +/-12.8

84.3% +/-14.0 84.3% +/-14.0

84.3% +/-14.0 84.3% +/-14.0

100.0% +/-30.7 100.0% +/-30.7

81.7% +/-17.1 81.7% +/-17.1

52.1% +/-10.7 53.4% +/-12.2

52.4% +/-12.1 53.9% +/-13.7

51.0% +/-17.7 51.3% +/-19.6

58.7% +/-16.9 59.9% +/-17.1

63.0% +/-12.5 67.1% +/-14.7

Supporting documentation on code lists, subject definitions, data accuracy, and statistical testing can be found on the 
American Community Survey website in the Data and Documentation section. 
Sample size and data quality measures (including coverage rates, allocation rates, and response rates) can be found on the 
American Community Survey website in the Methodology section.

PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL
  All families

Subject

Census Tract 8429, Cook County, Illinois

Total population Black or African 
American alone

    With related children under 18 years

      With related children under 5 years only

  Married couple families

    With related children under 18 years

      With related children under 5 years only

    Related children under 18 years

  Families with female householder, no husband present

    With related children under 18 years

      With related children under 5 years only

  All people

  Under 18 years

      Related children under 5 years

  People in families

  Unrelated individuals 15 years and over

      Related children 5 to 17 years

  18 years and over

    18 to 64 years

    65 years and over

 


